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1. Introduction

On Friday afternoon, January 17, 2020, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ("CDC"), an agency of the United States government, announced that the federal government would implement "enhanced health screenings" for travelers arriving at airports in Los Angeles, New York, and San Francisco, on flights from Wuhan, China. Four days later, on January 21, the CDC announced the first confirmed case of COVID-19 infection in the United States. Ironically, the CDC’s January 21 announcement came on the same day that the United States Senate began hearing arguments in the impeachment trial of President Donald J. Trump. Within a couple of weeks, the Republican-dom-
inated Senate would acquit the President, despite substantial evidence of abuse of power\(^4\), without calling any witnesses, and by a vote that fell almost entirely along party lines\(^5\). That would be the end of the impeachment story, which had commanded much of the nation’s attention during autumn 2019. But the story of COVID-19 in the United States was just beginning. After three years of creating problems that he could then solve simply by declaring them to have been solved, the President – and the nation – now faced a legitimate crisis that was beyond the possibility of solving by presidential *ipse dixit*\(^6\). The pandemic would pose a different kind of challenge for the President and his idiosyncratic style of governing. How would he and his administration deal with the pandemic and the economic dislocations that it would almost certainly cause? In broader terms, how would the challenges of this pandemic be met by a nation that had long been convinced that President Ronald Reagan was correct in thinking that, «Government is not the solution to our problem, government is the problem»?\(^7\)

2. The Pandemic Unfolds

On January 26, 2020, while the impeachment trial was still ongoing, Senator Chuck Schumer, the Senate minority leader, called on the Secretary of Health and Human Services to exercise his legal authority to declare a national public health emergency, which would unlock otherwise unavailable federal funds to fight the virus\(^8\). On January 29, the President announced the formation of a coronavirus task force to be led by the Secretary of Health and Human Services\(^9\), and, on January 31, the Secretary declared the national public health emergen-
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cy suggested by Senator Schumer. Also on January 31, the President issued a proclamation barring travelers from China, except for U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents, and certain other classes of non-citizens, effective at the close of business on February 2.

The President reportedly chose to downplay the challenge posed by the virus during February because he was concerned with the negative effect that emphasizing the danger might have on the stock market (the strength of which he believed critical to his re-election) and on U.S.-China relations. On February 26, the President sought to ease criticism of the administration’s seemingly tepid response to the pandemic by naming Vice President Mike Pence to replace the Secretary of Health and Human Services as head of the task force, and the Vice President promptly announced that Ambassador Deborah Birx, a leading infectious disease expert, would serve as the nation’s coronavirus response coordinator. On February 28, however, the President called the coronavirus “the Democrats’ new hoax” – a claim that his son repeated on May 16, when he predicted that the virus would “magically vanish” after the 2020 election. Eventually, the President came to believe in the strategic value of blaming the pandemic on China’s initial...
lack of transparency, and he and other administration officials began referring to the virus as the «Chinese virus» or the «Wuhan virus».

On March 11, the President announced a ban on travel from Europe. With no advance preparation, the ban produced chaos in U.S. and European airports, with people arriving at U.S. airports being packed together in close quarters for many hours waiting to be admitted to the country, which undoubtedly facilitated the spread of the virus.

Two days later, on March 13, the President officially proclaimed a national emergency, and, shortly thereafter, he closed the Canadian and Mexican borders to non-essential traffic. When asked about the government’s slowness in making tests available, the President disclaimed any responsibility: «No. I don’t take responsibility at all». Beginning with California’s declaration on March 19, many states instituted statewide lockdowns, which obviously had devastating effects on the economy. By March 24, however, the President was calling for an end to the lockdowns, stating that he wanted to see the country “opened up” by Easter Sunday, which would fall on April
Many of the President’s supporters echoed his calls for an end to the lockdowns, arguing that the lockdowns were causing too much harm to the economy. Some of the most extreme of his supporters even argued that “there are more important things than living,” and suggested that older Americans (who appeared to be among those most at risk) were (or should be) willing to die to protect the national economy.

On April 12, after several governors agreed on regional protocols for re-opening their states, the President asserted (incorrectly, as a matter of constitutional law) that the authority to determine the triggers for re-opening the states belonged to him, rather than to the state governors.

Virtually from the beginning, it was clear that many of the areas (such as New York, whose officials had allegedly treated the President “very badly”) and populations (such as poor people and people of color) that would be hardest hit by the virus would be areas and populations that were not among the President’s favorites. They were not his voters or part of his “base.” Whether that fact had something to do with the lack of consistency, empathy, or sense of urgency that the President manifested in the face of the crisis remains to be seen. It may well be that. Alternatively, it may simply be a manifestation of administrative incompetence, indecisiveness, fear, or an abnormal detachment from reality. Or it may be the product of an idiosyncratic understanding of the presidency – one which sees the presidency, as some commentators have suggested, as an “expressive”
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role unencumbered by any sense of obligation to solve the public’s problems. A seeming indifference to the solution of real problems should not be confused, of course, with an indifference to the accomplishment of ideological objectives. While many were distracted by the public health and economic challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Trump administration continued to roll back environmental protections, strengthen its anti-immigrant policies, decrease public aid for the poor, eliminate certain civil rights protections for transgender people, seize land for its border wall, appoint controversial federal judges, withdraw from the World Health Organization, announce its withdrawal from the Open Skies Treaty, impose sanctions on officials of the International Criminal Court, protect the President’s friends from legitimate law enforcement activities, and encourage investigations into his “enemies,” among other things.

In any event, as time progressed, it became ever more obvious that the U.S. was ill-prepared for handling a pandemic. Hospitals lacked adequate supplies of personal protective gear and respirators; states found themselves bidding against each other – and the federal government – for those items; and, while experts saw testing and contact tracing as critical to controlling the spread of the virus, neither an adequate number of tests nor the resources necessary for contact trac-

ing were available\textsuperscript{32}. National Pandemic Preparedness Plans existed, but they had been ignored\textsuperscript{33}. More than three years into his own four-year term, President Trump blamed the shortages of essential supplies on the Obama administration\textsuperscript{34}. The President also claimed that the Obama administration had left his administration with “broken” tests for COVID-19 — tests for a virus that was unknown until well after President Obama had left office\textsuperscript{35}. We later learned that the early lack of tests was due, at least in part, to sloppy laboratory procedures at the CDC laboratories\textsuperscript{36}.

State and federal government officials took what actions they could. As noted, state governments imposed state-wide lockdowns and federal public health authorities made various recommendations for mitigating the effects of the pandemic. In addition, Congress passed historic legislation to provide financial relief to companies and individuals who were harmed by the pandemic and by the measures that were undertaken to curtail its spread\textsuperscript{37}. At the same time, the President continued to downplay the danger posed by the pandemic, sometimes comparing it to the flu, often stating that the pandemic was under control (when it was not), assuring the population that anyone who wanted to be tested could be tested (which was not the case), and predicting that the virus would just go away\textsuperscript{38}.


Although the President had assembled a coronavirus task force, which included leading public health experts, in January, he made clear in the weeks that followed that he would not take seriously the advice his own public health experts gave to the public. For example, the CDC recommended that members of the public wear face masks and practice social distancing, but the President, even as he announced those recommendations to the public at a press briefing, indicated that he would not personally comply with the recommendation to wear a face mask. The President later ridiculed people who followed the face-mask recommendation, accusing them of "political correctness." On one occasion, he traveled to Maine to visit a plant that produced badly-needed testing swabs, but the testing swabs produced during his visit reportedly had to be destroyed because of his refusal to comply with essential hygiene requirements. The President also has touted controversial therapies, such as hydroxychloroquine, which he has taken himself, despite the absence of empirical evidence of efficacy and the possibility that it might actually be harmful to health.
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ident has also seemingly promoted the idea of injecting bleach into the human body as a possible therapy.\textsuperscript{44}

In April, as people grew restive under the restrictive conditions that state officials had imposed pursuant to the directives of federal public health officials, the President sounded his support for demonstrators who were demanding an end to the lockdowns. By mid-April, the President was calling for the “liberation” of some states,\textsuperscript{45} thereby giving encouragement to demonstrators, such as the heavily armed anti-lockdown activists who stormed the Michigan state capitol later that month.\textsuperscript{46} Armed demonstrations may have provided the most dramatic evidence of a changing mood within the country, but support for the lockdowns was eroding in many places, due to a variety of factors, including the economic hardship that the lockdowns had caused, the fact that the lockdowns had resulted in the country’s experiencing fewer deaths than were initially projected, the fact that some areas of the country had not yet been seriously affected by the pandemic, the general difficulty of living under lockdown conditions, and the libertarian ideology that shapes the views of many Americans. Also in mid-April, the President announced that 1,000 U.S. Military Academy graduating cadets, who had been sent home because of the pandemic, would have to return to West Point for an on-site graduation ceremony in June, simply because the President wanted to deliver a commencement address in person.\textsuperscript{47} The cadets’ families and friends were not allowed to attend because of the pandemic.\textsuperscript{48}

In the first few days of May, the President decided to disband the task force on the ground that it had achieved its mission, but he later reversed that decision because he had not realized how “popular the task force is.”\textsuperscript{49} However, the task


force never regained its previous prominence, and it provided little guidance as the states faced difficult decisions in the process of moving away from lockdowns and opening up the economy.\textsuperscript{50}

By early June 2020, when many states were beginning the process of “opening up,” “non-essential” segments of the economy had been shut down in most states for more than two and one half months, and the official unemployment count stood at about almost 13.3\%\textsuperscript{51}. “Essential” workers, a category that included grocery clerks and cashiers, care home workers, police and fire personnel, sanitation workers, and hospital cooking and cleaning staff, as well as physicians and nurses, were still required to work at their regular workplaces, thereby potentially exposing themselves to the virus\textsuperscript{52}. Many businesses were shuttered or operating at greatly reduced capacity and had become unsustainable\textsuperscript{53}; even hospitals, many of which were filled with patients, suffered huge losses because they were unable to treat non-emergency patients or performing elective surgeries\textsuperscript{54}.

Most important, by mid-June, 2.2 million Americans had been infected with the virus, and almost 119,000 Americans had died\textsuperscript{55}. The worldwide figures for infections and deaths were approximately 8.6 million and 457,000, respectively\textsuperscript{56}. In other words, with only about 4\% of the world’s population\textsuperscript{57}, the


\textsuperscript{56} See id.

\textsuperscript{57} See United States Census Bureau, U.S. and World Population Clock, https://www.census.gov/popclock/.
United States accounted for approximately 25% of the world’s infections and deaths. The percentages were changing, of course, particularly as the pandemic shifted course towards the global south, with Brazil having overtaken the hardest hit European countries by mid-June. For Americans, most of whom take pride in the belief that their country is the most powerful and technologically advanced in the world, these statistics were staggering. Moreover, U.S. infections and deaths were not evenly distributed across the population. Urban areas were affected much more greatly than rural areas, and the State of New York was more deeply affected than any other. Some states were hardly affected at all and were therefore particularly susceptible to claims that the pandemic was simply a hoax or that the government was grossly overreacting to what was a trivial danger at best. People of color, Native Americans, the poor, prisoners, residents of care homes, people with pre-existing medical conditions, and the elderly were disproportionately represented in terms both of infections and of deaths.

On May 25, as the pandemic seemed to be in retreat, and an increasing number of states were relaxing the restrictions they had imposed, the nation was shocked by a cellphone video that showed George Floyd, an unarmed African American man in Minneapolis, who allegedly had purchased cigarettes with a counterfeit $20 banknote, being killed by a police officer. The cellphone video showed that the police officer had pinned Floyd to the ground and knelt on his neck for almost nine minutes, while Floyd repeatedly told the officer that he could not breathe. Days of unrest followed, with the nation experiencing both peaceful protests and some destruction and theft of property. Some protesters wore masks and practiced social distancing, while others did not. There were
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many long-overdue conversations about structural racism, implicit bias, and the legacy of both *de facto* and *de jure* discrimination. On June 1, the Trump administration used teargas and rubber bullets to disperse a peaceful crowd of demonstrators gathered in a park in front of the White House for no apparent reason other than to facilitate a “photo opportunity” in front of a nearby church.\(^{62}\)

On June 5, when the national unemployment statistics for May were released, showing a small, unanticipated drop in the unemployment rate, the President celebrated that development at an event in the Rose Garden of the White House.\(^{63}\) Inexplicably, and particularly so in light of the ongoing unrest, the President observed in the course of his remarks that, «Hopefully George [Floyd] is looking down right now and saying this is a great thing that is happening for our country. This is a great day for him. It’s a great day for everybody.»\(^{64}\)

Just as the emergence of COVID-19 in the United States occurred in the midst of the impeachment inquiry, its initial easing was overshadowed by demonstrations and a renewed debate about the role of structural racism, justice, and racial inequality in American society. Whether it is reasonable to think that the end of the pandemic is really in sight at this point in time may depend on the adequacy of the precautions taken by those involved in demonstrations as well as those involved in the re-opening of the economy.

3. *American Federalism and Presidential Leadership*

Even before the police killing of George Floyd, one well respected commentator had observed that Americans seemed to be “living in a failed state,” an observation that he based on the government’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. George Packer wrote:

The [COVID-19] crisis demanded a response that was swift, rational, and collective. The United States reacted instead like Pakistan or Belarus – like a country with shoddy infrastructure and a dysfunctional government whose leaders were too cor-


rupt or stupid to head off mass suffering. The [Trump] administration squandered two irretrievable months to prepare. From the president came willful, blindness, scapegoating, boasts, and lies. From his mouthpieces, conspiracy theories and miracle cures. A few senators and corporate executives acted quickly – not to prevent the coming disaster, but to profit from it. When a government doctor tried to warn the public of the danger, the White House took the mic and politicized the message.\(^65\)

The COVID-19 pandemic presented great challenges for a country as large and diverse as the United States, and neither the formal governmental organization of the country nor the current state of political polarization made those challenges any easier to meet. Given the federal government’s penchant for secrecy\(^66\), we may not know for many years the whole story behind government’s failure to deal adequately with the COVID-19 pandemic.

Dealing with the pandemic was not, of course, an easy assignment for any government, but why has the United States done as badly as it has? It would be easy to lay the blame at the feet of the inconsistent and seemingly random leadership provided by the executive branch of the federal government during the time of the pandemic, and that is certainly an important factor to be considered. After all, how seriously can the average citizen be expected to take a government recommendation that she engage in social distancing and wear a mask when the President takes it upon himself to convey those recommendations personally, but announces at the same time that he personally does not intend to follow them? And how seriously can the average citizen take the advice of state and local officials when the President, having just announced a national emergency, begins to call for an end to lockdowns only ten days later? President Trump’s shortcomings as a leader have long been obvious to all but his most ardent supporters. From the beginning of his term, he has seemed to prefer receiving the adulation of his supporters at mass rallies to the difficult and sometimes boring business of governing, and, unlike his predecessors, he has never stopped holding campaign rallies\(^67\). When the virus made campaign rallies impossible, he held daily “public health briefings” that seemed to be a substitute for the rallies. The President typically took center stage at these events, relegating public health officials, including Dr. Anthony Fauci, the country’s leading expert on infectious diseases, and Ambassador Deborah Bix, the federal government’s coronavirus coordinator, to


the periphery\textsuperscript{68}. But the daily briefings did afford these public health officials a national platform for talking directly to the American public about the pandemic, and an opportunity to emphasize the continued danger and need for continued vigilance. When the President’s advisors convinced him that the daily briefings might actually be working to his political disadvantage, he discontinued them. That decision had the unintended consequence of lowering the visibility of the public health officials and their message, precisely at the same time that the nation was confronting new challenges relating to the opening-up of the economy\textsuperscript{69}.

A recent \textit{New York Times} commentary described the seeming mismatch between President Trump’s gifts and the current needs of the country:

At a time when the country is confronting three overlapping crises – the coronavirus, an economic collapse and a reckoning with racism and injustice – Mr. Trump’s inability to demonstrate empathy illustrates the limitations of his political arsenal. He is well-equipped to compete in a campaign where slashing negative attacks are the order of the day, and few salesmen speak in superlatives like the former hotel magnate. Yet when the moment calls for neither pugilism nor promotion, he has little to say\textsuperscript{70}.

But there is much more to be considered than President Trump’s personal lack of leadership.

Any evaluation of the U.S. response to the COVID-19 pandemic must begin with a brief account of the formal organization of government in the U.S. and the theory of government that informs it. In simplest terms, the founders of the American government were suspicious of governmental power and therefore sought to «diffuse power the better to protect liberty»\textsuperscript{71}. The founders intended that government in the U.S. should take the form of a federal republic, with the powers of government divided between the national government and the states. In addition, the national government was to be a government of limited and enumerated powers, though supreme within its proper sphere\textsuperscript{72}, while the general or


\textsuperscript{72} See McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 405 (1819) (Marshall, C.J.) («If any one proposition could command the universal assent of mankind, we might expect it would be this – that the govern-
residuary powers of government would rest with the states. In U.S. law, we refer to those general powers of government – the power to provide for the health, safety, and welfare – as the «police power». The police power belongs exclusively to the states. The federal or national government, being a government of limited powers, has no police power.

Just as the founders intended to create a governmental structure in which the powers of government were divided between the states and the national government, the powers of government at both levels were to be distributed amongst legislative, executive, and judicial departments. Despite these vertical and horizontal divisions of governmental power, the founders hoped that the governmental system that resulted would be one that not only protected individual liberty, but functioned efficiently and effectively as well. As Justice Robert H. Jackson famously observed in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., in which the Court rejected President Truman’s seizure of the steel mills during the Korean War, on the ground that the President’s action lacked constitutional or statutory authorization: «While the Constitution diffuses power the better to secure liberty, it also contemplates that practice will integrate the dispersed powers into a workable government. It enjoins upon its branches separateness but interdependence, autonomy but reciprocity». Although Justice Jackson was speaking specifically about the necessary interdependence of the legislative and executive branches of the federal government, the same principle applies with respect to the interdependence of the state and national governments.

The states are primarily responsible for protecting the public health and have broad latitude in deciding how to discharge that responsibility. At the same time, no state could possibly replicate the public health resources that the

73 See U.S. Const., amend. x («The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.»).
74 See Barnes v. Glen Theatre, 501 U.S. 560, 569 (1991) (Rehnquist, C.J.) («The traditional police power of the States is defined as the authority to provide for the public health, safety, and morals, and we have upheld such a basis for legislation.»).
75 See Brown v. Maryland, 25 U.S. (12 Wheat.) 419, 443 (1827) (Marshall, C.J.) («The power to direct the removal of gunpowder is a branch of the police power, which unquestionably remains and ought to remain with the states»).
76 Federalist No. 47, https://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/fed47.asp.
77 Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 635 (1952) (Jackson, J., concurring).
78 See, e.g., Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 111 (1905) (Harlan, J.) («The police power encompasses the power to enact and enforce a compulsory vaccination law.»).
federal government has at its disposal, which include the staffs and facilities of the CDC, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. In addition, the federal government obviously has a national perspective that may be useful in dealing with public health and safety challenges that are national (and even international) in scope. And the federal government has always stood ready to assist the states when called upon in times of natural and man-made emergencies\textsuperscript{79}, a function now performed by the Federal Emergency Management Administration\textsuperscript{80}.

The point is that the division of authority contemplated by the design of the federal system requires a high degree of cooperation and coordination between the federal government and state officials if public health issues like the coronavirus pandemic are to be properly and effective addressed in the contemporary world. In particular, it requires steady leadership and a spirit of cooperation on the part of the federal government. While the federal government, as a constitutional matter, may lack the constitutional power to command the states, it can exercise considerable persuasive power by choosing how and when to deploy (or withhold) the vast resources at its disposal\textsuperscript{81}.

In the present crisis, the states have found only an erratic and inconsistent partner in the national executive. The President and the federal public health bureaucracy frequently have delivered conflicting messages about the pandemic, and the President’s own messages have not been consistent with each other. The states also have not agreed amongst themselves about what an appropriate policy might entail. That difference of opinion amongst the states is hardly surprising in a country as large and as diverse as the United States, and it is undoubtedly the product of several factors, including ideological differences as well as differences in objective circumstances. The differences in objective circumstances are clear. Some states, for example, did not initially perceive the coronavirus as a serious threat because they saw few, if any, cases, even as the pandemic began to ravage other states, such as New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts\textsuperscript{82}. Areas within states were subject to the same dynamic. In Illinois, for example, the pandemic has been felt most acutely in a few areas, such as the metropolitan Chicago area, with many fewer cases being reported in other parts of the state\textsuperscript{83}.

\textsuperscript{79} See An act for the relief of the sufferers by fire, in the Town of Portsmouth, 7th Cong., 2d Sess. (1803).
\textsuperscript{80} See FEMA, https://www.fema.gov/.
The ideological differences are also obvious. The United States suffers today from strong political and cultural polarization. Influenced by an ideology of minimalist government and “rugged individualism,” many Americans think they should always be able to act in whatever way they see fit. Taken to the limit, of course, that sentiment runs counter to the constitutional principle of “ordered liberty,” which holds that the state may legitimately limit individual liberty for the common good, as, for example, when the state mandates that citizens be vaccinated to prevent the spread of disease. As a general matter, the ideology of minimalist government and “rugged individualism” seems to have more purchase in some parts of the country than in others, reflecting a division that may date back to the earliest days of the country, when Americans in the North argued for a stronger national government and those in the South and West preferred stronger states and greater recognition of individual rights. Those debates continue today, as grist for both constitutional litigation and cultural warfare; they also figure in attitudes about expertise and anti-intellectualism. Coincidentally, the states that largely escaped the early stages of the pandemic were among those in which the ideology of minimalist government and “rugged individualism” seems to have the most traction. Divergent state approaches to the pandemic reflect these ideological differences as well as differences in objective circumstances.
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85 See Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 26-27 (1905) (Harlan, J.), quoting Crowley v. Christiansen, 137 U.S. 86, 89 (1890) (“The possession and enjoyment of all rights are subject to such reasonable conditions as may be deemed by the governing authority of the country essential to the safety, health, peace, good order and morals of the community. Even liberty itself, the greatest of all rights, is not unrestricted license to act according to one’s own will. It is only freedom from restraint under conditions essential to the equal enjoyment of the same right by others. It is then liberty regulated by law.”). At present, opposition to vaccination for the coronavirus has outstripped the development of a vaccine. See N. Bogel-Burroughs, Antivaccination Activists Are Growing Force At Virus Protests, N.Y. Times, May 2, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/02/us/anti-vaxxers-coronavirus-protests.html.
As Justice Jackson noted in the *Youngstown* case, the founders intended for each of the three branches of the national government to serve as a check on the others. But the ability of one branch to check another depends on the relative power that each branch has, as a practical matter, at any particular time. During much of the nineteenth century, for example, the legislative branch was dominant over the executive. That is not currently the case. As a practical matter, and for a variety of reasons, the power of the presidency expanded greatly during the twentieth century, a trend that continues today, and the legislative branch now seems incapable of serving as an effective check on executive power. Indeed, the Trump administration appears to have broken all records, not only with respect to its assertions of executive power, but also with respect to its refusal to recognize either the principle of executive accountability or the legitimacy of Congress’s oversight authority. The administration has repeatedly refused to make its personnel and records available to Congress. It has even argued that Congress is constitutionally prohibited from auditing the administration’s dispersal of the trillions of dollars that Congress allocated for COVID-19 stimulus relief. And it has further insulated itself from meaningful review by systematically removing independent inspectors general charged with auditing the executive branch’s activities. Moreover, even before taking the oath of office, the President began referring to news reports concerning his activities as “fake news,” thereby laying the groundwork for de-legitimizing the press as a credible vehicle for holding the administration to account.
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90 See *Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer*, 343 U.S. 579, 639 (1952) (Jackson, J. concurring) («Presidential claim to a power at once so conclusive and preclusive must be scrutinized with caution, for what is at stake is the equilibrium established by our constitutional system.»).
91 See id. at 653-54 («Subtle shifts take place in the centers of power that do not show on the face of the Constitution. … [The Court] may say that power to legislate for emergencies belongs in the hands of Congress, but only Congress itself can prevent power from slipping through its fingers.»).
The upshot is that the United States currently has a very powerful presidency that seems largely immune from meaningful oversight. Even if the President were to act competently, such a concentration of power would be a threat to liberty, as the founders recognized. However, when the President is not competent — or is simply indifferent to the problems the nation faces — a «workable government» is not possible. President Trump has long seemed uninterested in the actual task of governing. Indeed, just as he portrayed himself as a “Washington outsider” during the 2016 presidential campaign, he has often continued to portray himself as an outsider as President — a critic standing outside a government that he is responsible for leading. In doing so, he taps into an anti-government trope that President Reagan made popular when he famously pronounced that government was the problem, not the solution.

President Trump has also followed President Reagan’s lead in embracing a policy of sweeping de-regulation and appointing agency leaders who are actively antagonistic to the missions of the agencies they lead. In addition, however, President Trump has chosen to leave many government positions unfilled; he has experienced a high rate of turnover in those that he has filled; and he has often chosen to name persons to serve in an “acting” capacity. He has claimed that many of the vacant positions are unnecessary, and that persons who serve in an “acting” officials are more responsive to his wishes than officials who

have been appointed in compliance with constitutional requirements. Agencies dealing with scientific issues have been particularly hard hit, with many vacancies remaining unfilled. In some instances, the Trump administration has encouraged whole groups of scientists to leave government service by re-locating their bureaus from the Washington area to far-away locations. As the number of scientists in government decreases, the government’s ability to respond to crises requiring scientific knowledge also necessarily decreases; but vacancies of all kinds diminish the government’s ability to respond in a timely and decisive way to emergency situations. It seems likely that this will prove to have been the case with the Trump administration’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Long before he was a candidate for the presidency, President Trump proclaimed that climate change was a «hoax». After becoming President, he soon commenced what some have called a «war on science», rolling back a multitude of regulations that prevented many of his supporters from engaging in activities harmful to the environment, among other things. President Trump has often denied the legitimacy of scientific or technical knowledge, and, in addition to referring to inconvenient facts as “fake news,” he has frequently claimed to know more than trained experts in any number of fields. For example, he...
has often said that he understands military affairs better than his generals\footnote{See L. Shane III, \textit{Trump blasted top military officials as ‘a bunch of dopes and babies’ according to book}, Military Times, Jan. 17, 2020, https://www.militarytimes.com/news/pentagon-congress/2020/01/17/trump-blasted-top-military-generals-as-a-bunch-of-dopes-and-babies-according-to-new-book/; W. Morgan, N. Toosi, \textit{Trump again overrules top brass}, Politico, Apr. 8, 2019, https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/08/trump-iran-revolutionary-guard-pentagon-1261448.}, and he has regularly undercut his own public health officials, such as when he indicated that he would not personally follow their advice regarding masks and social distancing. This devaluation of expert knowledge has made it difficult for public health officials to persuade the public that the pandemic poses a serious threat or that appropriate precautions are necessary. But the strategy has played well politically with a substantial segment of the U.S. population. Wearing masks and social distancing are annoying. Most people would prefer to avoid them. But the President’s devaluation of expert knowledge resonates especially with those who believe (not without some justification) that experts and elites are to blame for various policy initiatives, such as various trade agreements, which have meant greater profits for the few and fewer jobs for blue-collar workers\footnote{See B. Sullivan, \textit{Democratic Conditions}, 51 Loy. U. Chi. L. J., 2019, 555.}. President Trump has also tapped into the discontent that some religious groups have felt\footnote{See M. Gerson, \textit{The Last Temptation}, The Atlantic, April 2018, https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/04/the-last-temptation/554066/}. Although his public health officials have continued to emphasize the dangers attendant upon large gatherings\footnote{See CDC, \textit{Considerations for Events and Gatherings}, https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/large-events/considerations-for-events-gatherings.html.}, for example, the President has asserted that church groups should be exempt from state limitations on large gatherings\footnote{See P. Baker, \textit{Firing a Salvo in Culture Wars, Trump Pushes for Churches to Reopen}, N.Y. Times, May 22, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/22/us/politics/trump-churches-coronavirus.html.}, and his Attorney General has intervened on behalf of churches in several lawsuits which sought, thus far unsuccessfully, to force states to permit large-scale church gatherings on First Amendment grounds\footnote{See A. Liptak, \textit{Supreme Court, in 5-4 Decision, Rejects Church’s Challenge to Shutdown Order}, N.Y. Times, May 30, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/30/us/supreme-court-churches-coronavirus.html.}. The CDC has altered its guidance on reopening churches, apparently at the insistence of the White House. See C. Duncan, \textit{CDC changes guidelines for reopening churches during pandemic. Here’s what is different}, McClatchy, May 29, 2020, https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/coronavirus/article243089421.html.}

4. \textit{Conclusion}

In the third week of June 2020, the future of the pandemic in the United States remains uncertain. Testing has greatly increased in many states. The daily number of deaths has decreased substantially in the states that were the first to be hit hard, and all of the country is opening up. Many Americans have become
fatigued by the lockdowns and are happy to see their relaxation. Many suffer severe financial distress. Many, particularly less well-off Americans, are either currently unemployed or fearful that they soon will be. The economic consequences of the pandemic are likely to be long-lasting, and they are likely to perpetuate festering inequalities. Demonstrations in support of racial justice continue, but some predict that the pandemic may lead to even greater inequality.

The President has announced that he will hold his first rally since March in Tulsa, Oklahoma, on June 20. There will be no social distancing, and masks will be optional. The rally will be held indoors in a large arena, which, according to public health officials, makes it even more dangerous. Participants must sign waivers freeing the Trump Campaign from liability if they contract the virus. A few days before the rally, Tulsa officials announced 96 new coronavirus cases locally, the largest single-day number since March. At the same time, many states that escaped the earliest impacts of the pandemic are experiencing the largest daily numbers of new infections since the pandemic began. That was true of Arizona, Florida, Oklahoma, and South Carolina; and Texas, which has seen its cases double in the past month, has become the sixth state to exceed 100,000 known infections. About 800 Americans are dying from the coronavirus every day, and the federal government’s leadership has so faded that state and local health officials have been left to figure out on their own how to handle rising infections and to navigate conflicting signals from the White House.

---


don’t test, you don’t have any cases» 124. He also suggested that some Americans may be wearing masks, not to prevent spread of the coronavirus, but «as a way to signal disapproval of him» 125. Meanwhile, the World Health Organization warned that the world had entered a «new and dangerous phase» of the pandemic 126.

The groups that have been hit hardest – the poor, people of color, Native Americans, the elderly, prisoners – continue to be among the hardest hit. It is not clear whether we are finished with the first wave of infections, let alone whether there will be a second wave – a possibility that some epidemiologists have suggested 127. Nor is it clear whether persons who have been infected with the virus will develop immunity 128. Businesses are reopening. Many schools and universities will be reopening in the autumn. Whether people will continue to practice social distancing and wear masks remains to be seen. There is much talk that employees who want to return to work will be required to sign waivers, holding their employers harmless in the event that they contract the coronavirus. If so, the social costs of public health will fall, once more, on those least able to absorb them.
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